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My name is Kusnadi. This is the title of my presentation today.

As a first time PhD Student, it has been a challenge for me to understand clearly how all parts of PhD research: literature review, research questions, methodology, analysis should fit together. I believe that having this understanding in a clearer and coherent way will help to anticipate the changes and the dynamic of doing a PhD research. So, this presentation is about my approach to gain a coherent view of doing a research study.

I divide my presentation into three parts. In the first part, I will give definition of some key terms used in this presentation such as concept and conceptual framework. In the second part, I will explain the my perspective about conceptualization and its position in a research process.

In the final part, I will illustrate my approach using my own study as an example.
Ok, first part: definition. To do this, i will need your participation.
I believe most of you are currently doing or have done your PhD research. So if i mention PhD research, there might be some words/phrase that come across your mind directly. Could you mention one or two of it. Any volunteer?
What we just doing is we are conceptualizing our PhD research experience.

We have here, Concept as the key term and define it as: “abstract or general idea, which is in mind, of things in the world”.

So, ... is an abstract or general idea about our PhD research experience.

Next, i would like to introduce another key phrase “Conceptual framework” as: “a network of related concepts to construct the understanding of a phenomena”. To understand this definition, lets back to our concepts of PhD research experience. Here we have an separate concepts, now we want to make links between these concepts. For example, if I want to link between this and this, what linking concepts or term i may use? Volunteer?

Now we have a network of related concepts to help us to understanding the PhD research experience. You can add more concepts and linking concepts into this. But i will stop here for now.

Finally i define conceptual model as “a representation/snapshot/visualization of a conceptual framework”. By my definition, a conceptual framework as a construct in our mind. To communicate it, we can use a diagram of picture. This is what i refer as a conceptual model. The process of identifying concepts, linking them into a network of concepts and represent them as model is called conceptualization.
Right, In this second part, I would like to talk about conceptualization in the context of research process.
Most research will at some point link with the observation of the phenomena in the reality (natural world).
And most likely that PhD students will start their research by identifying practical problems and issues of interest in the reality.
This phenomena in the reality provide a context for the research and target for data collection.

However, to contribute to body of knowledge, a PhD research is more interested in the general idea or conception behind the phenomena rather than any individual instance of the phenomena. We are also expected to discuss our study in relation to existing body of knowledge.

To achieve this, we need to project the phenomena in the reality into a conceptual frame using existing theories or our own idea.
In other word, we borrow the concepts or network of concepts from theories to define or explain the phenomena.

Our conceptual framework can help as to identifying our conceptual research problem and questions.
And we make a conceptual model to visualize our conceptual framework.

Representing phenomena in the reality into a conceptual framework is a conceptualization process.
And this is what actually happens we do our literature review.
Next, my proposal is to think the PhD research is constant conceptual framework development from start to the end.

And make this explicit will help us to manage the dynamic and changes in the PhD research process.

The phenomena in the reality with its practical problems and issues provide us a context and starting point to develop our conceptual framework. Then as we discussed before, we can borrow concepts and network of concepts from existing theories and idea to refine the conceptual framework. This conceptual framework together with our epistemology position will guide our research design such as:

Research questions, choosing and evaluating our methodology, data collection methods and data analysis method. During the process, it is possible to adjust the conceptual framework to the research design.

Afterward, the collected data from the ground is analyzed and the findings are used to refine/extend our conceptual framework. The extended conceptual framework is used a basis for the theses and to provide solution and recommendation to the practical problem and issues in the ground.

In summary, the conceptual framework is constantly developed and refined during the research process.
Finally, I will illustrate what I have explained using my own PhD study as an example. Because of the limited time and the complexity of my study, I will not focus much on the detail of my study, but on the conceptual framework development process.
First, the context of my study is patient care transfer from secondary (hospital) to primary care (GP). When patient is discharge from hospital, the physician will write a discharge letter to the GP to inform what happen to the patient during the hospitalization. The challenges in current health informatics development is about how to represent clinical information in electronic discharge report accurately and reliably.
From the context in ground, we can develop initial conceptual model that identify key elements in the context.
In my case, I adopted theory from the communication field which treats communication as production and exchange or meaning rather than transmission of message.

The easy way to transfer from context to theoretical plane is to use the adopted theory as a metaphor, or in other words, apply or import the concepts and relationships in the theory to the context model. Additionally, we can use theories to extend, or add networks of concepts, to the initial context model.

We can discuss our practical issues and problems in a conceptual term and link them with existing literature and theories, which is all operates on the conceptual level. Both the concept terms and relationship structure can change due to the adoption of theory.
After incorporated theories into our conceptual model, we can use it to define our research questions.

In one way, we used our constructed conceptual framework or model as a heuristic devise to give us a context to define our research questions. On the other way, by defining research questions we extend our conceptual model with new concepts or relations. In my example, I add a new relation between discharge message and intended meaning and also capturing ability of health standards.
After defining the research questions, we can align our methodology & data analysis with the conceptual framework. Doing this will enable us to understand our data and how to position them in our analysis.

My study is basically exploratory, inductive and using a case study approach. First, I select and prepare case records to generate simulate clinical event and communication. The case records are data that represent the referent in my conceptual model. Then I recruit participants, which are doctors in medical and surgical departments, to read the case record and write a discharge summary letter. After that, they will be invited into an interview to capture their intended meaning and intention underlying the discharge letter they wrote. This interview record will be transcribed as data.

The transcription, discharge summary and case records will be coded and thematically analysed and resulting in a network of concepts that will answer to my first research question. The coding of the data will be also compiled into a list of unit of meaning, which together with health IT standards, are transformed into electronic discharge exemplar. The process will be inductively analysed to provide answer to my second research questions.

In summary, the methodology, including data collection methods and analysis methods are aligned with the conceptual framework. And the findings from data analysis will effectively extend and refine the conceptual framework. This conceptual framework then become a basis for our thesis writing as well as for recommendation to the practical problems and issues we start with.
Summing up


